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Online Tactics for Recession Recovery 
By Deborah Collier 

 

  

 

In poor economic climates, when budgets are tight and new business is scarce, companies must focus 
resources on customer retention, innovation and low-cost effective marketing strategies. Digital 
channels such as the web and mobile, are valuable and essential elements to a business strategy. New 
technologies such as social media applications and the exponential growth of downloadable mobile 
phone applications, have delivered promising mechanisms to interact and engage with our customers, 
through discussion, education and entertainment.  Individuals and businesses can purchase small 
mobile phone applications for a few pounds or less, talk about them online and buy full computer 
versions from an e-commerce store on a vendor’s web site. 
 

Innovative e-business ideas coupled with superior customer experience, both before and after 
sales, both offline and online, will businesses fight through tough economic times.  At Echo E-
Business we are interested in strategies and tactics that really work in both favorable and 
challenging times, and so lets have a look at my top e-business tips for a surviving the 
recession. 

E-Lesson 1: Consider offering Lower Costs Product and Service Alternatives  
 
It’s much easier to sell lower cost products or services.  The higher the price, the greater the 
risk to a client.  Lets look at the Internet as a sales channel. Brand loyalty is the number one 
reason why consumers choose to buy online from one vendor over another, and pricing is 
number two. 

 
Unless your offering is essential to your customer, high cost products or services will simply be 
a luxury.   Consider your product or service range and whether you can offer smaller lower 
cost alternatives.    

 

 

The economic crisis has had a huge impact on 
businesses and start-ups, which struggle with limited 
resources and budgets.  Fortunately today’s 
entrepreneurs have a new and powerful tool at their 
fingertips.  The growth of the Internet, as both a 
business and social channel, has opened up 
opportunities, which were unavailable to businesses in 
previous recessions. E-business strategist Deborah 
Collier, CEO at Echo E-Business, shares some valuable 
online tactics that small businesses can adopt to beat 
the economic crisis. 
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E-Lesson 2:  Assess Social Media against Email Marketing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From restaurant bookings to product launches, Twitter has now become a de facto tool, not 
only for relationship building, but also sales.   However, it is not just the small companies that 
are cashing in to the potential of social media.  According to ‘Internet Retailing Magazine’, June 
reports from Dell Computers show that they generated $3m in sales from Twitter. 

Email marketing is still an important tool for business, particularly for online stores, but it is 
essential to weigh up the cost and value to your organisation.  It’s important to remember, 
however, that it’s not what tool you use, but also why, how and when to use it. With any 
strategy it’s important to ensure that you are in the right place at the right time, and that your 
message is communicated effectively. 

 
E-Lesson 3:  Gain New Business from Existing Customers 
 
Our studies show that it costs on average five times more to acquire a new customer than it 
does to gain business from an existing client.  How can businesses nurture these existing 
relationships when budgets have been cut?  Special offers are a good incentive and online tools 
such as email and social media are excellent low-cost ways of communicating these offers.  You 
should focus on high-quality customer service.  Many businesses make the mistake of reducing 
client support resources and costs during a recession. This is a false economy. If you provide 
good service, customers will appreciate it, remain loyal and potentially refer you to new 
clients.  Make it easy for your customers to contact you, by displaying a choice of 
communications methods clearly on your web site.  Web support tools such as chat, are one 
extremely effective online customer service mechanism.  
 
 
E-Lesson 4:  Bite the Bullet on Delivery Costs 
 
National postal strikes can cause a tremendous strain on businesses, particularly e-commerce 
stores and mail order companies.   Brand reputation and delivering excellent customer service 
are essential to any business. Consider looking at alternative postal methods and fulfilment 

 

Despite the lowering costs and accessibility of email 
marketing, businesses should look at social media 
applications such as ‘Facebook’, ‘LinkedIn’, ‘Ecademy’ 
and ‘Twitter’ as a potential economical marketing 
substitute. Email marketing offers a channel to directly 
target subscribers, however the return on investment, 
particularly for smaller businesses, is still fairly low in 
comparison to other media channels. The biggest email 
marketing value for many businesses, particularly in the 
B2B markets, is in relationship and brand building over 
a period of time, which supports the overall sales 
process. Now we have social media applications such as 
Twitter to do that, and it’s free.   
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companies. In the UK, we rely so much on Royal Mail, but there are other courier services out 
there. If pricing works out more costly, it is still worth a lower profit margin, to retain and 
acquire new customers.  Customers who are essentially seeking good value and pricing, will be 
unhappy to pay additional charges, and so you should consider absorbing these costs.  In the 
long-term, your customers will appreciate and respect you for fast and efficient delivery, will 
be more likely to purchase and refer you to their friends and associates.  If your competitors 
are struggling due to the postal strike, and you can still deliver, then you have the competitive 
edge, and your customers will remember it. 

A recession is just one of many challenges that a business will face during its lifetime.   It’s 
important for a company to consider what will give it the competitive edge at all times. 
Focusing on providing their customers with a an excellent customer experience from first 
contact, to sales and after sales service, as well as having the ability to stay flexible and agile, 
will help businesses succeed in this economy and the next. 
 
Published in ‘Start Your Business Magazine’ December 2009 

I hope my article has been of interest to you.   If you would like any help with your online strategy, web 
content strategy, e-commerce, web merchandising training or other management and team training, 
you can visit us at echoebusiness.com and learnebusiness.com 
 

Deborah Collier
CEO & Director E-Business and Marketing Echo E-Business Global Group

Deborah is the founder of Echo E-Business, a consultancy specialising in
e-business strategy, marketing and e-commerce, and its subsidiary
Learnebusiness.com

She has worked with a number of blue-chip organisations, as well as
SME’s and is regularly consulted by the press. A public speaker, author
and course leader, Deborah’s creative and strategic insights will help you
increase your profits, maximize your efficiency and reduce your costs
using the Internet.

 
Follow Deborah on Twitter:  www.twitter.com/echoebusiness Learn from Deborah:  www.learnebusiness.com 

 
Visit: http://www.learnebusiness.com/self-study-courses/internet-business-course.html 
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